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In 2019, the University of Ljubljana and its founding member, the Faculty of Arts, are commemorating
and celebrating the 100th anniversary of their foundation, which ensued as a consequence of the
dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after the First World War and the formation of a new South
Slavic state, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Since the unification of the South Slavs was an essential factor
that aided the foundation of the first university in Slovenia, the topic of the Students Symposium, as one
of the events in the commemoration of the centennial, will be dedicated to this phenomenon exactly –
the integration of Slavs, be it in a linguistic, literary or historical context.

BROAD THEMATIC FIELDS
Linguistics
- Diachronic linguistics
- The idea of a common language
- Communication (learning of foreign Slavic languages, communication and understanding in
the past and today)
- Linguistic choices (choice of words in translations)
Literature
- Knowledge and reception of (foreign) Slavic literature
- Translation
- Mutual influence of literature/authors
- The influence of the historical context on literary creation
- Poetry, prose, dramatics
History
- Mutual integration/perception of Slavs throughout history 
- International cooperation/integration of Slavic professions/experts in the past and today

The summary (up to 300 words; font: Times New Roman; font size: 12; line spacing: 1,5) should be sent
at the latest by December 1, 2019 to: simpozijslovan@gmail.com. The title of the contribution, the
name of the author (limited to two) and the institution of the author should be included before
the summary.
The deadline for the contributions is set on February 23, 2020. The contributions are going to be peer
reviewed before the symposium, and a collection of contributions is going to be published as well.
The official languages of the symposium are going to be Slovene, English, Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian,
and Montenegrin. Participants are going to have 20 minutes to present their contributions.
More information regarding the symposium, the estimated timeline, as well as the instructions on
formatting the contribution and quotation guidelines can be found on the symposium’s website
simpozijslovan.wordpress.com.
Should there be any other questions regarding the symposium, please send them to
simpozijslovan@gmail.com.
There is going to be a symposium fee of 10€ which includes the participation at the symposium, the
programme, the entertainment in the slots between the presentations, scientific peer reviewing and the
publication of the collection of contributions.

The symposium is going to take place on April 10 and 11, 2020 at the Faculty of Arts in Ljubljana.

The symposium A Slav to a Slav a Slav cordially invites college students of all levels of
education to compose a contribution in the form of an article regarding the Slavic linguistic
and cultural integration, and its historical context.


